MONTH ONE – October 2019

COMMAND ELEMENT

Saturday
Lesson 1: MCDP 1-3, Tactics
Lesson 2: Planning and Employment Considerations for the MAGTF
Lesson 3: MAGTF Reconnaissance & Security Operations and Other Tactical Operations
Lesson 4: Use of the Reserve

GROUND COMBAT ELEMENT

Sunday
Lesson 5: Fundamentals of the Offense
Lesson 6: MAGTF Mechanized Operations
Lesson 7: Engineer Operations: Mobility

MONTH TWO – November 2019

Command Element Essay Assessment Due Prior to Saturday

Saturday
Lesson 8: Fundamentals of the Defense
Lesson 9: Engineer Operations: Countermobility and Survivability

AVIATION COMBAT ELEMENT

Lesson 10: Aviation Combat Element ISO MAGTF Operations Ashore (Requirements 1-4)
Sunday
Lesson 10: Aviation Combat Element ISO MAGTF Operations Ashore (Requirements 5-7)
Lesson 11: Aviation Combat Element Battlestaff
Lesson 12: Forward Arming and Refueling Point Planning
Lesson 13: Aviation Ground Support

MONTH THREE – December 2019

MAGTF Essay Outline and Draft Due Prior to Saturday

FIRES

Saturday
Lesson 14: The Fire Support Plan
Lesson 15: Fire Support Planning: Offense and Defense
Lesson 16: Close Air Support
Sunday
Lesson 17: Intelligence Support to the Targeting Decide, Detect, Deliver, and Assess Cycle
Lesson 18: MAGTF Fires and Targeting

LOGISTICS COMBAT ELEMENT

Lesson 19: Logistics Foundations
MONTH FOUR – January 2020

Saturday
Lesson 20: Tactical-Level Logistics
Lesson 21: Health Service Support Operations
Lesson 22: Logistics Planning
Lesson 23: Operational-Level Logistics

MAGTF OPERATIONS

Sunday
Lesson 24: Air Assault Planning
Lesson 25: Counterinsurgency
Lesson 26: Stability Operations
Lesson 27: Civil-Military Operations

MONTH FIVE – February 2020

MAGTF Essay Assessment Due NLT One Week after Final Seminar

Course Close Out Due 14 February